
                   

 

 

 

 

 

On the occasion of Milan Design Week 2024, Zip Zone Events proposes, for its Seventh Edition, its consolidated 

format of events founded on the innovative combination of Design and Art and realized in the charming location 

of Via Tortona 26, the heart of the Tortona Design District. 

For the next edition the event consists of collective exhibitions of works of art, design elements, creative projects 

and innovative design products. The selective research of exhibitors has allowed us to realize a new creative 

context where the public will be immersed into a world that is both professional and artistic, where you can 

discover works by internationally acclaimed artists as well as design creations and interior decorations created 

by well-known and emerging talents. Thanks to the international character of the format and its exhibitors, 

visitors will be able to confront themselves with the different vision and creative trends of the world. This 

expertise will once again bear witness to the social and cultural impact of our events in the contemporary 

creative landscape. 

Zip Zone Events MDW24 presents a selection of  art and design exhibitors. To name a few, in the sphere of art you 

will find the famous Milanese art gallery Art Luxury, which since 2015 excites art lovers with its unique works and 

this year will exhibit a selection of paintings and sculptures by world-famous artists; and the Galleria Wikiarte, 

a contemporary art gallery characterized by its young, dynamic and refined environment. You will also find 

Gabriel Beghi Design, French artist and sculptor who makes ceramic vases and works of art proposing  different 

meanings depending on your mood or seasons, and the pop artist Kiras Art that through simple and 

biodegradable materials gives life to modern and innovative works. 

In the design universe Studiodsgn Davide Montanaro will be present with his innovative project “Design 

Natura”, in which he promotes a meeting between design and respect for nature through sustainable materials 

and processes. You will also admire the Made in Italy lighting creations realized by Silveri Visual, which combine 

creative beams of light with high quality materials; and the products of Letshelter, a young Italian startup 

specializing in the creation of ceramic hangers. Finally, discover the unconventional design bijoux by 

NerokrenDesign, entirely handmade with innovative materials and Yóustudios a youthful brand with unique 

jewelry featuring natural pearls, handcrafted glass, and gemstones. 

These are just some of the artists and designers who will share their vision and their creations with you. Soon, on 

the official website of Zip Zone Events, you will find the complete list of exhibitors. 

 

Follow Zip Zone Events on Instagram and Facebook for further updates: @zipzoneevents 

www.zipzoneevents.com           Contact: info@zipzoneevents.com 

Zip Zone Events Milan Design Week 2024 

Via Tortona 26, Milano 

15– 20 aprile: 10.00 – 19.30 

21 aprile: 10.00 – 17.30 

 

 

 


